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What we’ll cover 
•  Definition of altmetrics  
•  Why altmetrics; why now? 
•  Why altmetrics matter to Pharma 
•  Who we are – where you see our data 
•  How we do it & What we track 
•  Examples and Demo 



What are altmetrics? In the broadest 
sense they measure... 

•  Attention 
•  Immediacy (snapshot NOT time lapse) 
•  Non-academic engagement 
– Beyond scholarly academic publishing 

•  Non-traditional sources 
– Beyond academic journals 

•  Non-traditional research outputs 
– Provide data for all outputs, not just research 

articles (code, data, software, images, etc) 
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What are they not? 
•  Web analytics 
–  Searches/sessions/platform performance 

•  Quality indicators 
– Kim Kardashian versus Nelson Mandela 

•  Proxies/predictors for citations 
•  Social media monitoring 
– Hootsuite, etc 

•  Media media monitoring 
– Cision, Meltwater, etc.. 
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What do they indicate? Attention/engagement 
on a spectrum 

Tweets/
bookmarks 

Holdings/
saves/
shares 

Usage Citations 
Policy 

document 
citations 

Blog 
coverage 

Post 
publication 

peer 
review 

News 
coverage 

•  Superficial  
•  Article may or may not have been read 
•  Many potential readers but few actual 
•  Cost-light (er) 

•  Article more likely to be read 
•  Cost-heavy (ier) 
•  Readers = practitioners (?) 
•  Actionable (?) 
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What audiences are they indicators for? 

Practitioners General Public 

Professional 
Communicators 

Interested 
Parties 

Scholars 
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In a nutshell? Altmetrics are… 

QUALITATIVE!	
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Why altmetrics and why now? 
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Digitally native research is openly 
available…Everyone, not just researchers, 
can read research…and talk about it 

44K 
online mentions 
of scholarly 
articles every day. 

1 mention every  
2 seconds! 

50K unique articles are 
shared each week. 

>4.5M articles with tracked 
attention data. Source: Altmetric internal data, November 2015 
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Democratization of information: Everyone 
can read peer-reviewed research 

Practitioners General Public 

Professional 
Communicators 

Interested 
Parties 

Scholars 
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Print based paradigm in a digital age: 
Lagging indicators 
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Traditional metrics = scholarly use 

Non-
traditional 

use 

Pharma 

Funders 

Academic 
institutions Foundations 

Government 
agencies 



Why altmetrics should 
matter to pharma 



A sector with unique needs 

•  Regulatory compliance 
•  Competitive benchmarking 
•  Audience engagement 
•  Reputation management 



How can we help? 



Altmetric is a data science company that 
tracks attention to research outputs, 
delivering output level metrics via visually 
engaging, intuitive interfaces. 
 
 

Who are we? 
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Where will you see our data? Publishers 



Institutions: reputation management, 
fundraising, funding evaluation/
compliance 



Where will you see our data? Other 
metrics providers 
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Recommendation Engine  
Integration for Medical research 
Apps 

Integrating Altmetric service into 
publishing platform 

Altmetric Integration for JAMA and 
others to monitor research impact 

Integrates Altmetric data for over 1 
million articles 

Where will you see our data? Platforms 



Where will you see our data? Books 



Altmetrics are about reach: A 
robust strategy can… 
•  Help identify optimal user/platform targeting 
•  Help you understand segments of attention 

–  Regions 
–  Therapeutic areas 
–  Practitioners, etc 

•  Mitigate PR crises/fires 
•  Identify new journals, communities, audiences, 

practitioners, target outlets 
•  Identify pockets of misinformation 
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So how do we do it? 
 

The Altmetric database:  
Tracking 4.5M articles and growing 



How do we populate our database? 3 things 
needed 

An output 
(journal 
article, 

dataset, etc) 

An identifier 
attached to 
the output 
(DOI, NCT, 

PubMed etc) 

Mentions in 
a source we 

track 



Sources we track…MORE than social 
media 



Unique IDs we track…MORE than DOIs 

Research 
Outputs 

DOIs General 

PubMed ID Health Sciences 

arXiv ID Physics, Mathematics & 
Computer Sciences 

ADS ID Astrophysics data system 

SSRN ID Social Sciences 

RePEC ID Economics 

Handles General 

ClinicalTrials.gov 
Records Medicine/biomedical 



Visuals we provide…More than just 
numbers 

Volume Sources Authors 
The score for an article 
rises as more people 

mention it. 
 
 

Each source category 
contributes a different 

base amount to the final 
score. 

 

Assess the author of 
each mention in terms 

of their reach, 
promiscuity and bias. 



A sector with unique needs 

Trial Run by InSightec 



Trial run by Sarepta Therapeutics 

A sector with unique needs 



Data we provide…MORE than just 
numbers; auditable data 



Using the  
Altmetric database 



Explorer for Institutions 
•  Reporting from article level to entire 

organization 
–  Therapeutic area? Drug? Region? Phase? 

•  Visualizations/alerts 
•  Access to full Altmetric database 
–  ~4.5M+ articles including competitor data 

•  Easy implementation; little reliance on 
researcher maintenance 

•  Custom reporting 
•  Access to complete Altmetric database (not 

just your/your firm/company’s data) 



Competitive benchmarking: Altmetric 
database retains data for 4.5M+ growing 



Integrated PubMed Advanced Search 



Competitive benchmarking: Filter by 
Pubmed query for “Alirocumab” 



Competitive benchmarking: Filter by 
Pubmed query for “Alirocumab” 



Comparing Publicly-funded vs Industry-
funded trials 



Reg.Compliance: Tracking ClinicalTrials.gov NCT records 





Competitive analysis: Custom reporting/
alerts 



Thanks! 
 

(Questions?) 
 
 
 Ben@altmetric.com 
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